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and departed to his own room.   The discussion was not
resumed.
Later Mrs Doober heard him go out and slam the door
behind him as loudly as it could be slammed, and she knew
from years of experience that he was going out to find another
boarding-house.
[Oh ! If only people wouldn't get into these arguments !
It had happened before several times. And he was punctual
in payment, quiet, gave no trouble.]
It was wonderful to Edward Albert. He was overcome by a
wave of discipleship. It was just what he would have said and
done himself—if it had occurred to him to say or do anything
of the sort. He tried to memorise some of Mr Chamble
Pewter's best strokes before they faded from his mind, so that
he could use them later. But he never achieved anything like
the polish they had. Throughout this narrative you will hear
Edward Albert making frequent use of such destructive
comments as " Bawls " or " Dam-rot" or " piffle before the
wind ", or " I suppose that's all right for you ", or " What's
the evidence for that ? *' " You can't put that over me ",
and so on. He even got to " Forgive me if my sense of humour
prevents my swallowing that sort of rot."
These were the outer defences of a more and more deeply
entrenched ignorance. His instinct had always been to hate
novel ideas, more particularly ideas that perplexed him or
challenged his prepossessions. But previously he has been
inclined to fear them. Now he despised them as impotent.
In all this he was being thoroughly English. The Armistice
celebrations had filled the soul of Homo Tewler Anglicanus
with an immense reassurance. For yet another quarter of a
century the educational mandarinate of the victorious Allies
protected itself behind a Chinese Wall of self-satisfaction, and
the growing body of modern knowledge, having no sense of
humour, spluttered indignantly and in vain. As we have
heard it .splutter. But you can't be too careful of these strange
new ideas and new things. You must not tamper with them.
If you try to understand them, they may entangle and get
hold of you, and then where will you be ? Hide your mind

